KidsWorks Presents:

Sharing jesus
by Sharon K. Turney

________________________
Cast:

Super-sidekick: female teen or adult
Chelsea the cheerless cheerleader: female teen or adult

	Kid 1: child or teen
Kid 2: child or teen
Phantom: male teen or adult

________________________
Costumes:
________________________
Scene:

Children's Church, the present

Super-Sidekick: super-hero costume with "SS" on shirt
Chelsea the cheerless cheerleader: cheerleading outfit
	Kid 1: plain clothes
Kid 2: plain clothes
Phantom: Black clothing, cape and goofy glasses or half mask

________________________
Props:

Bible
	Plastic chains or rope
	Handkerchief "gag"

Running time:
________________________
6 minutes

________________________
________________________
Notes:

This sketch introduces the concept of witnessing, and teaches that God is always with us.
Illustration used is Paul's Shipwreck. Topics: Witnessing, God's Promises, Paul's trials

Chelsea is on stage. Super-Sidekick Runs in, carrying Bible.
Super-Sidekick: (running in, hysterical) Chelsea!!! Chelsea-Chelsea-ChelseaChelsea!!!
Chelsea: (mocking) What-ee! What-ee! What-ee! What-ee! What-ee! CALM
DOWN!!!.........Now, what is it, Super-Sillygirl?
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Super-Sidekick: It's Super-Sidekick, I'm so glad I found you!
Chelsea: (dead pan) What's up with you?
Super-Sidekick: Well, I want to be a great Sidekick for the Lord... Ya' know, He's
like the Ultimate Super-hero, and I'm, like, His helper...
Chelsea: And?
Super-Sidekick: Well, I was reading my Bible a few minutes ago when I found
something!
Chelsea: What was it? Was it some evil person about to try to destroy the world
with a handful of used toothpicks?
Super-Sidekick: Um, no.
Chelsea: Well, then, was it a crazy scientist developing a new formula that would
turn all people into poodles?
Super-Sidekick: No.
Chelsea: Well, then, was it some weirdo leaving Twinkie wrappers all over the
place?
Super-Sidekick: No.
Chelsea: Oh, man. Nothing exciting ever happens around here. So, Super-Side
kick, exactly what was it that you found?
Super-Sidekick: Well, I was reading through my Bible when I found this verse!
Chelsea: A verse?!?
Super-Sidekick: Yes, a verse!
Chelsea: (sarcastic) You were reading the Bible and you found a verse... (looks
at audience) shocking.
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